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A B S T R A C T   

Porous carbon materials doped with heteroatoms are an excellent alternative for applications in CO2 adsorption 
and supercapacitors. Herein, we present a new approach to obtain heteroatoms (N, O, and S) doped porous 
carbon materials using bio-based hyperbranched benzoxazine (RES-HP-BZ) as a precursor. Two types of porous 
carbon materials, poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800, were synthesized through a simple calcina-
tion method by carbonization and KOH activation of benzoxazine at temperatures of 700 ◦C and 800 ◦C, 
respectively. The chemical structure, texture properties, and surface chemistry characteristics were validated 
through FTIR, NMR, SEM, XRD, and XPS, respectively. The resulting poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800 exhibited micro and 
meso porous characteristics with a high SBET of 841 m2 g− 1, pore size of 1.14 nm, and pore volume of 0.70 cm3 

g− 1. The poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800 also showed a high graphitization degree and electrochemically energetic N-6, N- 
5, N-Q, O-2, and O-3 heteroatoms, which led to a high capacitance of 523 F g− 1 (at 0.5 A g− 1) as well as CO2 
capture of 4.63 mmol g− 1 at 298 K. These newly developed bio-based porous carbons derived from hyper-
branched bio-benzoxazine with excellent electrochemical performance make them a promising candidate for 
eco-friendly supercapacitors.   

1. Introduction 

Recently, the energy crisis has emerged as a foremost global concern 
due to the significant disparity between escalating energy requirements 
and the pervasive lack of energy supply [1–5] On the other hand, the 
recurrent rapid depletion of fossil fuels has given rise to numerous 
pressing environmental problems that require immediate resolution 
[6–8]. Consequently, the imperative of creating secure and efficient 
energy storage methods has become crucial. Various technologies have 
been devised and put into practice for energy storage, including batte-
ries and supercapacitors [9–12]. 

Supercapacitors (SCs) are environmentally friendly energy storage 

solutions that have been steadily increasing in popularity [13–17]. The 
widespread utilization of SCs can be attributed to their cost-effective 
maintenance and impressive power density, despite their drawback of 
limited energy density [18–23]. Enhancing energy density while up-
holding a high power density holds paramount importance, and the 
selection of an appropriate electrode material plays a pivotal role in this 
endeavor [24–28]. Specifically, the heteroatoms doped porous carbons 
are a favorable choice and showcase remarkable capabilities when they 
possess abundant porosity, elevated conductivity, and a substantial 
specific surface area (SBET) [29–33]. As electron contributors within 
carbon materials, heteroatoms can offer additional redox-active surfaces 
conducive to energy storage [34,35]. Leveraging these exceptional 
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attributes, porous carbon materials doped with heteroatoms have the 
potential to serve as excellent contenders for applications in CO2 
adsorption and supercapacitors. 

Benzoxazine (BZ), a thermosetting resin presents a favorable option 
as a porous carbon precursor due to its substantial nitrogen and oxygen 
content within the oxazine ring. By utilizing cost-effective raw materials 
like various phenols, primary amines, and formaldehyde, it becomes 
straightforward to produce polybenzoxazine (PBZ) thermosetting poly-
mers [36–40]. Consequently, the composition and nature of hetero-
atoms within polybenzoxazines (PBZs) can be conveniently modified 
through the substitution of monofunctional amines or phenols with 
bifunctional compounds. The presence of heteroatoms in the benzox-
azine structure can impart carbon materials with a broader range of 
applications and improved performance [41–43]. Currently, many of the 
prevalent precursors are employed in the development of N-doped 
porous carbon materials featuring triazine or amine structures. How-
ever, some of these precursors exhibit limited N atom content due to 
constraints in their structural design and the selectivity of raw materials. 
Numerous research findings have highlighted the pivotal role played by 
heteroatoms in supercapacitor electrodes [43,44] [45–48]. These sub-
stances are recognized for enhancing the conductivity of carbon-based 
materials and facilitating the interaction between the electrode mate-
rial and electrolyte. BZ has emerged as a favorable contender for a 
precursor of carbon materials due to its oxazine ring configuration, 
encompassing both N and O atoms. These characteristics contribute to 
enhancing the variability of heteroatom incorporation [49–53]. 

Recently, numerous studies have employed benzoxazine for the 
synthesis of heteroatoms (N and O) porous carbon. For instance, Jiang 
et al. prepared porous carbons derived from synthesized bio poly-
benzoxazines having a capacity of 216 F g− 1 (determined at 0.5 A g− 1) 
[54]. Shi et al. also used bioresources to synthesize material with N, O, 
and S atoms and this material displayed a capacitance of 310 F g− 1 at 0.1 
A g− 1 and CO2 absorbance of 6.78 mmol g− 1 [55]. The widespread use of 

fossil fuels today not only harms the environment but also poses a 
serious risk to human health. Consequently, it holds paramount 
importance to investigate alternative materials that are both sustainable 
and eco-friendly, aiming to substitute petroleum-derived products, at 
least in part [56–58]. The transformation of renewable resources into 
biofuels, chemicals, and beneficial materials is widely considered a key 
approach for fostering sustainable progress. Seemingly, employing 
natural resources directly offers the benefits of simplicity and ease. 
Nonetheless, this approach encounters a challenge in terms of limited 
control over structure due to the inherent instability and non-uniformity 
of these resources. Consequently, predicting or regulating the configu-
rations of resulting porous carbons becomes arduous. In contrast to this, 
biobased polymers possess distinct molecular structures and exceptional 
sustainability. This characteristic not only addresses the limitations 
associated with natural resources but also preserves their advantageous 
attributes simultaneously. 

In this work, we synthesized bio-based hyperbranched benzoxazine 
using resveratrol (a biobased triphenol), 4,4′-disulfanediyldianiline, and 
formaldehyde by simple Mannich condensation reaction. Porous car-
bons doped with heteroatoms such as N, O, and S were synthesized 
through carbonization, followed by activation using KOH at two distinct 
temperatures: 700 ◦C and 800 ◦C. These materials were denoted as poly 
(RES-HP-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800, respectively. Notably, the 
bio-based electrode material poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800 showed a significant 
SBET of 841 m2 g− 1, the specific capacitance of 523 F g− 1, and CO2 
absorbance (4.63 mmol g− 1), respectively. This is the first example of 
the development of N, O, and S heteroatoms doped porous carbon ma-
terial from hyperbranched benzoxazines as electrode material for 
supercapacitors. Furthermore, supercapacitors have gained recognition 
as a power source that aligns with environmental considerations. If it 
becomes possible to obtain their electrode materials from biobased 
sources, it will pave the way for realizing a “green + green” strategy. 
This achievement would mark a significant advancement in the 

Fig. 1. (a) Synthesis of RES-HP-BZ (b) FTIR (c) 1H NMR (d) 13C NMR of resveratrol and RES-HP-BZ.  
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direction of sustainable development, and it stands as the primary goal 
of this research. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Materials 

Resveratrol (RES), 4,4′-disulfanediyldianiline, and para-
formaldehyde (CH2O)n were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Absolute 
Ethanol (EtOH), 1,4-dioxane (DO), and dichloromethane(DCM) were 
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 

2.2. Synthesis of bio-hyperbranched benzoxazine (RES-HP-BZ) 

Resveratrol (1.00 g, 4.38 mmol), 4,4′-disulfanediyldianiline (1.10 g), 
and paraformaldehyde (0.53 g) were refluxed in 60 mL of DO and 30 mL 
of absolute ethanol at 90 ◦C for 24 h. The unreacted monomers were 
removed by filtration and performed rotary to solution mixture. Add 
DCM to get a yellow solid. FTIR (KBr, cm− 1): 3421 (hydroxyl group), 
3154 (aromatic carbons), 1636 (resveratrol moiety, C––C) 1220 and 
1086 (C-O-C), and 920 (benzoxazine ring). 1H NMR: 13.3 (-OH), 7.8–6.9 
(aromatic carbons), 84.3–81.2 ppm (OCH2N) and 67.2–64.1 ppm 

(ArCH2N). 

2.3. Preparation of N, O, and S-doped porous carbon materials from 
hyperbranched benzoxazines 

Firstly, the RES-HP-BZ (3.00 g) was cured at 270 ◦C for 2 h and then 
calcinated for 4 h at 600 ◦C in a furnace. The obtained carbon material 
was added in KOH/poly(RES-HP-BZ) [1:1] and stirred for 6 h at RT. The 
liquid solution was removed by rotary and dried the resulting solid in 
the vacuum oven. Finally, the carbon sample was separately activated in 
the furnace at 700 ◦C and 800 ◦C for 8 h to obtain poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700 
and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800 respectively [Fig. S1]. 

3. Result and discussion 

3.1. Synthesis and characterizations of RES-HP-BZ 

We prepared RES-HP-BZ through a simple Mannich condensation of 
resveratrol, 4,4′-disulfanediyldianiline, and (CH2O)n at 100 ◦C as shown 
in Fig. 1(a). The chemical structure of RES-HP-BZ was validated from 
FTIR and NMR spectroscopy. The FTIR spectra of resveratrol showed 
peaks at 3341, 3092, and 1641 cm− 1 for OH, CH aromatic, and C––C 

Fig. 2. (a) DSC, (b) FTIR, and (c) TGA analyses of RES-HP-BZ after thermal ROP at different temperatures. (d) Possible thermal ROP of RES-HP-BZ to form poly(RES- 
HP-BZ). 
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units, respectively [Fig. 1(b)]. The spectrum of RES-HP-BZ featured 
absorbance bands at 3421 cm− 1 (residual terminal hydroxyl group), 
3154 cm− 1 (aromatic carbons), 1636 cm− 1 (resveratrol moiety) 1220 
cm− 1 (symmetric C-O-C), and 920 (benzoxazine ring) [Fig. 1(b)]. We 
evaluated and compared the NMR analysis [1H and 13C NMR of RES with 
RES-HP-BZ [Fig. 1(c)]. The 1H NMR of RES-HP-BZ showed chemical 
shift peaks at 13.3 ppm (residual terminal hydroxyl group), 10.3–6.8 
ppm (resveratrol moiety), 5.8–5.4 ppm (OCH2N), and 4.9–4.3 ppm 
(ArCH2N), respectively. The signal splitting for both the OCH2N and 
ArCH2N groups was observed, resulting from the asymmetrical chemical 
environments indicating the branched structure of RES-HP-BZ [59,60]. 
The 13C NMR spectra of RES-HP-BZ also demonstrated resveratrol 
moiety and splitting of peaks at 84.3–81.2 ppm (OCH2N) and 67.2–64.1 
ppm (ArCH2N) groups [Fig. 1(d)]. The existence of BZ rings in the RES- 
HP-BZ is confirmed by NMR spectroscopy. 

The thermal ring-opening polymerization (ROP) behavior of RES- 
HP-BZ was investigated by DSC, IR, and TGA at different curing tem-
peratures [Fig. 2]. The DSC curve of uncured Res-HP-BZ showed two 
distinct thermal processes, an endothermic melting at 133 ◦C and an 
exothermic curing peak at 277 ◦C [Fig. 2(a)]. After thermal treatment at 
various temperatures, the endothermic melting peak disappears, and the 
exothermic curing peak shifts to lower temperatures. After curing of 
RES-HP-BZ at 110 ◦C, 150 ◦C, and 180 ◦C, the curing peaks were 
observed as 271 ◦C, 264 ◦C, and 258 ◦C respectively [Fig. 2(a)]. The 
observed behavior suggests that the thermal treatment caused a partial 
polymerization of RES-HP-BZ, which consequently affected its 

subsequent ROP process as well. The ring opening polymerization was 
observed at 250 ◦C and 270 ◦C due to the complete absence of an 
exothermic curing peak, leading to the formation of poly(RES-HP-BZ). In 
Fig. 2(a), We measured the thermal polymerization of the Res-HP-BZ 
using FTIR at various temperatures between 25 and 270 ◦C [Fig. 2 
(b)]. We specifically examined the oxazine ring to assess the ROP 
behavior of the hyperbranched polymer. As the temperature increased 
to 180 ◦C, the intensity at 1226 and 913 cm− 1 reduced, and with further 
temperature increments, the oxazine peak vanished entirely, indicating 
ROP leads to create a poly(RES-HP-BZ) that is more stable under high 
temperature and has better cross-linking. As a result, the ROP of the BZ 
ring at 210 ◦C and 270 ◦C was verified by DSC and FTIR studies. 
Furthermore, we investigated the thermal stability of RES-HP-BZ at 
different curing temperatures using TGA analysis [Fig. 2(c)]. The Td10 
and char yield for the uncured RES-HP-BZ were 354 ◦C and 52 wt%, 
respectively. After undergoing thermal treatment at 270 ◦C, the RES-HP- 
BZ monomer’s thermal stability and char yield improved to 451 ◦C and 
59 wt%, respectively. The enhanced thermal stability is primarily due to 
the formation of a high cross-linking poly(RES-HP-BZ) structure with 
reduced moisture content at high temperatures, resulting from the ROP 
and the additional polymerization of the C––C groups found in resver-
atrol [61]. Fig. 2(d) shows the possible ROP of RES-HP-BZ to form poly 
(RES-HP-BZ). The XRD and Raman spectra are utilized to examine the 
graphitic characteristics of the carbon samples, poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 
and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800. The XRD spectra of both carbon materials 
showed two broad peaks at 25o and 44o corresponding to (002) and 

Fig. 3. (a) XRD, (b) Raman, (c) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms, and (d) pore size of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700, of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800.  

Table 1 
The XPS fitted data of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800.  

Sample N-6 
(375.03 eV) 

N-5 
(378.01 eV) 

N-Q 
(380.03 eV) 

N-X 
(383.06 eV) 

O-1 
(531.2 eV) 

O-2 
(532.12 eV) 

O-3 
(534.4 eV) 

Poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700  26.50  32.95  27.87  12.66  42.78  38.91  18.29 
Poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800  26.64  33.29  28.65  11.41  36.23  41.13  22.63  
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(100) planes representing graphitic carbon respectively, as presented in 
Fig. 3(a) [62]. The irregular and amorphous carbons are responsible for 
the peak observed at 25o, whereas the presence of graphitic carbons is 
indicated by the signal at 44◦ [63]. The intensity of peak at 44o for poly 
(RES-HB-BZ)-800 was increased as compared to the poly(RES-HB-BZ)- 
700 demonstrating strong graphitic characteristics. In the Raman 
spectra of these two samples, two prominent peaks corresponding to the 
D and G bands were observed [Fig. 3(b)]. These peaks were positioned at 
approximately 1332 cm− 1 and 1588 cm− 1 for poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and 
1325 cm− 1 and 1582 cm− 1 for poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 respectively. The G 
band is associated with the vibration of sp2-hybridized carbon within the 
graphite crystallites, while the D band signifies the presence of defects 
and disorder in carbon layers [64]. The G-band of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 
exhibited a greater closeness to that of graphene (1581 cm− 1), sug-
gesting that poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 had a more improved graphenoid 
structure compared to poly(VFBZ-CN)-700. The ratio of the D/G band 
intensities, abbreviated as ID/IG, provides a quantitative measure of the 
level of graphitization in carbon materials. The ID/IG of poly(RES-HB- 
BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 were 1.36 and 1.09 respectively, 
indicating the more dominant graphitic, regular, and less disordered 
structure of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 than poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700. The po-
rosities of polybenzoxazines samples after activation at high tempera-
tures were investigated by N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms as 
shown in Fig. 3(c). The isothermal profiles of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and 
poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 showed type-1isotherms with rapid N2 uptakes at 
low pressure which also increase at high pressure suggesting the pres-
ence of micropores and mesopores in both samples. Furthermore, the 
specific surface area of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 (841 m2 g− 1) was 
observed higher than that of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 (735 m2 g− 1). Ac-
cording to the pore size distribution curves illustrated in Fig. 3(d), poly 
(RES-HB-BZ)-700 exhibited a pore size of 1.14 nm and a pore volume of 
0.70 cm− 3 g− 1, while poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 had a pore size of 1.14 nm 

and a pore volume of 0.74 cm− 3 g− 1 (Table S1). In the case of poly(RES- 
HB-BZ)-800, the elevation in temperature after the KOH activation 
process resulted in the creation of new micropores and the expansion of 
pre-existing ultramicropores, thereby augmenting both the surface area 
and the overall pore volume [63,64]. Through XPS analysis, the chem-
ical composition of the poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 
samples after undergoing high-temperature calcination was examined 
and summarized in Table 1. Additionally, a more in-depth investigation 
into the chemical states of nitrogen and oxygen molecules present on the 
surfaces of carbon-based materials was carried out using data analysis 
fitted with XPS, as depicted in Fig. 4. 

The chemical composition of poly(RES-HP-BZ) exhibited a notable 
abundance of nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), and sulfur (S) atoms within its 
structure following the (ROP) process, as illustrated in Fig. 2(d). Sub-
sequently, the polymer underwent a 4 h calcination process at 600 ◦C in 
a furnace, resulting in the formation of carbon materials characterized 
by aromatic rings containing N and O atoms. The activation process of 
carbon precursors using KOH at 800 ◦C involved several key trans-
formations [3]: (i) KOH effectively reacted with active oxygen- 
containing species to eliminate O-containing groups. This reaction 
induced the creation of vacancies, promptly filled by OH- anions from 
KOH, thereby generating novel oxygen-containing species, including 
C–O, OH, -O-C-O, and -COOH groups; (ii) Furthermore, KOH could etch 
carbon fragments, creating specific vacancies that were subsequently 
occupied by OH–, leading to the formation of new species containing 
oxygen; (iii) The interaction of KOH with nitrogen atoms in the activated 
carbon materials resulted in the formation of diverse nitrogen groups, 
including pyridinic, pyrrolic, quaternary, and oxidized nitrogen species, 
as depicted in Fig. 4(f). On all sample surfaces, four distinct nitrogen 
species were identified, including pyridinic nitrogen (N-5 at 375.03 eV), 
pyrrolic or pyridonic nitrogen (N-6 at 378.01 eV), quaternary nitrogen 
(N-Q at 380.03 eV), and oxidized nitrogen (N-X at 383.06 eV), as 

Fig. 4. (a) XPS spectra, (b) N1s spectra of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700, (c) N1s spectra of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800, (d) O1s of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700, (e) N1s spectra of poly 
(RES-HP-BZ)-800 and (f) possible nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur-doped porous material. 
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detailed in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and (b). It is worth noting 
that N-6 and N-5 species were predominant across all carbon samples, a 
phenomenon that can be attributed to the transition between amide 
units and triazine groups in polybenzoxazines following the calcination 
process [64]. Furthermore, there is an expectation that N-6 and N-5 will 
demonstrate high electrochemical efficiency when immersed in an 
electrolyte solution, resulting in substantial pseudocapacitance that 
enhances overall capacitance [65]. Additionally, the presence of N-Q, 
which is bonded to three carbon atoms and integrated into the carbon 
framework, is anticipated to facilitate electron mobility and enhance the 
conductivity of carbon-based materials [66]. So, poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 
with a higher concentration of N-Q is expected to have better electro-
chemical performance than poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700. The three kinds of 
oxygen species can be observed in both sample surfaces: quinone (O-1 at 
531.2 eV), phenolic hydroxyl or ether (O-2 at 532.12 eV), carboxyl (O-3 
at 534.4 eV) as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4(d) and (e). It has been found 
that although O-2 and O-3 may exhibit pseudocapacitance through 
reversible redox processes, while O-1 is electrochemically inert [64]. It 
can be seen that both poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 
have dominant O-2 and O-3 species that may generate pseudocapaci-
tance. The XPS analysis suggests our new RES-HP-BZ carbon samples 
may have good CO2 capture and electrochemical performances. 

3.2. The morphologies of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)- 
700 

The surface morphology after calcination and KOH activation were 
analyzed by SEM and TEM [Fig. 5(a-l)]. The SEM images of poly(RES- 
HB-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 demonstrated pores on their 
surfaces due to calcination and KOH activation [Fig. 5(a) and (f)]. The 
presence of heteroatoms (C, N, O, and S) in poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 [Fig. 5 
(b-e)] and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 [Fig. 5(g-j)] were also observed by SEM 
element mapping. The TEM analysis also showed the existence of porous 
characteristics in both carbon materials [Fig. 5(k) and 5(l)]. Both SEM 
and TEM characterizations confirmed the porous structure of poly(RES- 
HB-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800. 

The CO2 capture performance of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and poly 
(RES-HB-BZ)-800 are shown in Fig. 6(a). The poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 
experienced higher CO2 capture at 25 ◦C (4.63 mmol g− 1) than poly 
(RES-HB-BZ)-700 (4.41 mmol g− 1) attributed to its higher nitrogen 
content, surface area, pore volume, and average pore size. The CO2 
capture of any material depends upon the physical and chemical 
adsorption Fig. 6(b) [67]. In physical adsorption, the CO2 molecules 
adsorbed on the carbon through van der Wall forces and promote CO2 
capture performance by pore-filling mechanism. The surface area and 
pore volume of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 was high promoting more pore- 
filling mechanism than poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700. Furthermore, in terms 
of chemical adsorption, the poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 has a higher N con-
tent in its structure leading to superior hydrogen bonding interaction 

Fig. 5. (a-j) SEM and SEM-EDS images with their corresponding element mapping (C, O, N and S) of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800. (k,l) TEM 
images of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800. 
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Fig. 6. (a) CO2 capture of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800 at 25 ◦C and (b) possible CO2 capture mechanisms of porous carbons.  

Fig. 7. (a, b) CV curves and (c, d) GCD curves of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800.  
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(OH…. = O-C=O) and Lewis acid-base interaction (N+…. =O-C=O) with 
CO2 molecules [67]. These chemical interactions also account for pro-
moting the superior CO2 adsorption capacity of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 
than that of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700. Table S2 shows the comparison of 
CO2 capture performance of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB- 
BZ)-800 and other N-doped carbon materials. 

3.3. Electrochemical performances of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and poly 
(RES-HB-BZ)-800 

The electrochemical performances of both poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and 
poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 microporous carbon materials were evaluated in 
6 M KOH aqueous electrolyte using three-electrode configurations. The 
CV profiles of both samples showed quasitriangular shapes with humps 
suggesting EDLC and pseudocapacitance [Fig. 7(a) and (b)] [68]. The CV 
loops of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 have a higher area than that of poly(RES- 
HB-BZ)-700 due to its higher surface area and pore volume, suggesting 
higher specific capacitance performance. The CV profile curves remain 
the same at lower scan rates, demonstrating their high stability and 
capacitance performance [69]. The galvanostatic charge-discharge 
(GCD) profiles of both samples were investigated, as shown in Fig. 7 
(c) and (d). The GCD curves of both electrode materials are almost 
triangular with a minor curvature, which is indicative of high capaci-
tance and strong electrochemical reversibility. The triangular curves 
with minor curvatures suggest the presence of both EDLC and pseudo-
capacitance [70–74]. The presence of pseudocapacitive behavior is 
caused by Faradaic interactions between the heteroatoms that exist on 
microporous carbon materials and the electrolyte. The discharge curves 

of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 electrode materials exhibited longer discharge 
time than poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 electrode materials which accords with 
the CV analysis. 

The specific capacitance of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 and poly(RES-HB- 
BZ)-700 electrode materials at 0.5 A g− 1 were observed as 523 F g− 1 and 
266 F g− 1; at 20 A g− 1, it was 243.2 F g− 1 and 169.33 F g− 1, respectively 
[Fig. 8(a)]. The high surface area with micro/macropores in poly(RES- 
HB-BZ)-800 increases the number of charges that can be accumulated 
in the micropores, their electrochemical accessibility to electrolyte ions, 
and makes it feasible for electrolyte ions to diffuse quickly at high cur-
rent densities [63,64]. Additionally, the larger concentrations of elec-
trochemically energetic N-6, N-5, N-Q, O-2, and O-3 heteroatoms in the 
poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 electrode result in higher performance. There-
fore, the specific capacitance of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 electrode in all 
current densities is higher than that of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 electrode 
[Fig. 8(a)]. Interestingly, the exceptional specific capacitances of poly 
(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 outperform those of pre-
viously described N-doped carbon materials such as VCF5g (310 F g− 1 at 
0.1 A g− 1) [55], poly(VFBZ-CN)-700 (408 F g− 1 at 0.5 A g− 1) [75], 
NOSHPCs-1:2:2 (216.5 F g− 1 at 0.5 A g− 1) [54], NOPC-bis-CN-3 (167.3 
F g− 1 at 1 A g− 1) [63], NPC-600 (254.4 F g− 1 at 1 A g− 1) [64] and NCM- 
900 (460 F g− 1 at 0.25 A g− 1) [53] (Table S3). The cyclic stabilities of 
poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 were evaluated at 20 A 
g− 1 over 10,000 cycles [Fig. 8(b)]. Both electrode materials showed 
excellent stability of 77.56 % and 80.23 % to their initial capacitance 
respectively. The Ragone plot of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and poly(RES- 
HB-BZ)-800 is displayed in Fig. 8(c). The poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 mate-
rial exhibited an impressive energy density of 58.8 Wh kg− 1, which 

Fig. 8. (a) Specific Capacitance (b) Cyclic stability (c) Ragone plot of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800 (d) Comparison of energy density with other 
porous materials. 
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corresponds to a power density of 225 W kg− 1. Notably, even at a high- 
power density of 9000 W kg− 1, it maintained a substantial energy 
density of 27.36 Wh kg− 1. This sample stands out as having the highest 
energy density among all the porous materials tested, as illustrated in 
Fig. 8(d). This outstanding energy density and power density of poly 
(RES-HB-BZ)-800 is due to its high surface area, porosity, and hetero-
atoms. Particularly, the porous structures can help ions move around, 
and the heteroatoms can improve both the capacitance and the electrical 
transmission providing poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 great electrochemical 
performance. Further investigation into the electrochemical properties 
of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 porous materials 
was conducted using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 
[Fig. 9]. Along with other electrochemical properties like capacitance 
and resistance, EIS is also helpful in understanding its impedance as a 
function of frequency. The series resistance of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and 
poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 were calculated after fitting data of EIS as 21.15 Ω 
and 12.17 Ω, respectively [Fig. 9(a) and (b)]. The poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 
had minimum resistance, demonstrating its advantageous qualities for 
effective electrode material. These two porous materials also have 
exceptional capacitive capabilities in energy storage devices, as shown 
by the frequency-dependent magnitude Bode plot (Fig. 9(c)). The 
frequency-dependent phase-angle Bode graphs for both porous materials 
are shown in Fig. 9(d), demonstrating the knee frequencies that measure 
the performance of the porous materials. The knee frequency occurs as 
the phase angle hits 45◦, indicating an equal amount of capacitive and 
resistive responses. The knee frequencies of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-700 and 
poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 were observed as 15.5 Hz and 326.32 Hz 
respectively. These electrodes exhibited noteworthy knee frequencies, 

indicating their potential use as energy storage electrode materials. In 
summary, EIS revealed that both materials have the potential to be used 
as effective electrode materials in energy storage applications, especially 
poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 which has low series resistance. 

3.4. Electrochemical performance of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700, and poly 
(RES-HP-BZ)-800 based on symmetric coin cell 

The three-electrode electrochemical performances of poly(RES-HB- 
BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 were excellent and can be used as 
real-life supercapacitors. So, we assembled two electrode symmetric 
coin cell devices to investigate their practical applications [Fig. 10]. The 
6 M KOH electrolyte was used alongside porous carbon [poly(RES-HB- 
BZ)-700 or poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800] to act as positive and negative elec-
trodes. The CV curves were analyzed at the potential window of (0 to 
+0.7 V) with various scan rates (5 mV s− 1 to 200 mV s− 1) [Fig. 10(a) and 
(b)]. The quasitriangular shapes with humps were observed suggesting 
EDLC and pseudocapacitance behavior without affecting the shape at 
lower scan rates assisting high-rate capacity [68,69]. The GCD curves at 
different current densities experienced almost triangular curves indi-
cating EDLC and some pseudocapacitance response [Fig. 10(c) and (d)]. 
The specific capacitance of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)- 
700 at 0.5 A g− 1 were observed as 244.4 F g− 1 and 147.3 F g− 1; and at 20 
A g− 1 it was 121.1 F g− 1 and 71.42 F g− 1, respectively [Fig. 11(a)]. The 
Ragone plot of poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 demonstrated a maximum energy 
density of 16.63 Wh kg− 1 at a power density of 346 W kg− 1 and main-
tained an energy density of 8.24 Wh kg− 1 by increasing power density to 
13,990 W kg− 1 [Fig. 11(b)]. The cyclic stabilities of poly(RES-HB-BZ)- 

Fig. 9. Electrochemical impedance spectrometry curves: (a) Nyquist plots and (b) equivalent fitted circuit, (c) Bode plot of frequency-dependent resistance 
(magnitude), and (d) Bode plot of frequency-dependent phase angles of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700, and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800. 
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700 and poly(RES-HB-BZ)-800 were evaluated at 20 A g− 1 over 10,000 
cycles [Fig. S2]. Both electrode materials showed excellent stability of 
75.56 % and 77.47 % to their initial capacitance respectively. 

4. Conclusion 

We synthesized N, O, and S-doped porous carbon materials through 
the carbonization of poly(RES-HP-BZ), which is a newly prepared pol-
ybenzoxazine based on the bio-based hyperbranched benzoxazine from 
resveratrol, 4,4′-disulfanediyldianiline, and paraformaldehyde. The 
excellent thermal stabilities of poly(RES-HP-BZ) were observed which 
surpassed conventional polybenzoxazine thermosets derived from pe-
troleum resources. The development of N, O, and S heteroatoms doped 
porous carbon material from hyperbranched benzoxazines 

demonstrated excellent electrochemical performance and CO2 absor-
bance capacity. The poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800 demonstrated a high specific 
capacitance of 523 F g− 1, high energy density of 58 Wh Kg− 1, and 
outstanding capacitance retention of 93 %. This outstanding capacitance 
is due to the presence of electrochemically energetic heteroatoms after 
calcination. The CO2 capture of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800 was observed as 
4.63 mmol g− 1 at 298 K attributed to its high nitrogen content, and high 
SBET. In conclusion, porous carbons with outstanding electrochemical 
and CO2 absorbance properties have been successfully achieved from 
biobased resources. The current study exhibits the foundation for the 
“green materials + green device” concept, which is a significant step 
towards sustainable development. 

Fig. 10. (a, b) CV curves and (c, d) GCD curves of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700 and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800 based on a symmetric coin cell.  

Fig. 11. (a) Specific capacitance and (b) Ragone plot of poly(RES-HP-BZ)-800 and poly(RES-HP-BZ)-700 based on a symmetric coin cell.  
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